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Managing individuals’ attention and interruptibility is still a challenging task in the field of human-computer interaction.
Individuals’ intrinsic interruptibility preferences are often established for and across different social roles and life domains,
which have not yet been captured by modeling short-term opportunities alone. This paper investigates the applicability of
social role theory and boundary management as theoretical underpinnings for analyzing social roles and their associated
interruptibility preferences. We conducted an in-the-wild study with 16 participants for five weeks to collect individuals’
social roles, interruptibility preferences, application usage and spatio-temporal information. A paired t-test shows that
interruptibility models are significantly improved by incorporating individuals’ self-reported social roles, achieving a F1
score of 0.73 for classifying 4 different interruptibility preferences. We design and evaluate social role classification models
based on spatio-temporal and application based features. We then combined social role and interruptibility classifiers in a
novel two-stage interruptibility model that first infers individuals’ social roles to finally predict individuals’ interruptibility
preferences. The two-stage interruptibility model achieves a F1 score of 0.70. Finally, we examine the influence of multi-device
data on social role and interruptibility classification performances. Our findings break new grounds and provide new insights
for the design of future interruption management systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile phones, laptops, and desktop computers are both a blessing and a curse in our information-driven society.
On the one hand, they help organize our work from home or while commuting to the office. On the other hand,
they make our private life comfortable – offering manifold features including receiving news, browsing social
media, or consuming videos and music through streaming platforms. Regarding work and private life, people tend
to establish domains and boundaries that help them to organize and structure private and work-related demands
[8]. Within and across these domains, people enact various social roles [12] limited by role boundaries [8] with
preferences towards demands from other roles and domains. Positive effects on peoples’ wellbeing are found
when they can align their motivation and established preferences with work-related phone usage and demands
[52]. Despite all positive impacts, adverse effects on peoples’ wellbeing emerge, specifically in situations where
preferences and boundaries breach [20]. Such situations originate from the blurring of domains and roles due to
interruptions across boundaries, for example, imposed by work-related communication in the after-hours [20].
Interruptions manifest in prolonged completion times of the primary task [9, 16], increased rates of future

self-interruptions [17], as well as in errors within primary task execution [9]. People try to mitigate such effects of
interruptions by applying individual strategies – compensating interruptions by working faster [43, 79] but at the
cost of higher stress [23, 43], frustration [1], and effort [43]. Research in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) aims
to mitigate adverse effects of interruptions by proposing interruption management systems to support individuals
in controlling their interruptibility [24, 33, 34]. Yet, the field of HCI is still addressing the challenge of detecting
opportune moments for interruptions [5]. Among others, approaches rely on the concept of breakpoints within
personal computer tasks [37], focused application switching [54] or on transitions between physical activities
[53, 55]. Also, social [40], and spatial factors [66], and their relation to individuals’ perceived interruptibility
have been investigated. Further, personality traits [78], or locations [45] and their social meaning have been
shown to correlate with individuals’ interruptibility. Finally, physiological signals [81], or cognitive load [82]
– approaches that are associated with cognition frameworks and theories [6, 13, 14, 65] – have shown the
applicability of cognitive load for interruption management. These approaches, each aiming at different aspects
and concepts, highlight the inherent complex and multi-faceted nature of how individuals manage and structure
their interruptibility.

However, to date, interruptibility management is focused on particular contextual descriptors associated with
events and the expectation that short-term opportunities arise when users, for example, finish particular tasks [35]
or make transitions between physical activities [54]. Instead, humans tend to enact specific social roles – they go
to work, take a day off for a picnic with their family, or celebrate their birthday with friends. In each of these roles,
they employ preferences that rule their receptivity towards interruptions – being interruptible for private matters
while working or vice versa. Consequently, there is a need for approaches and systems that help individuals
to govern interruptibility on a broader scale – covering social roles and life domains in addition to particular
events or situations. As individuals set preferences to manage their interruptibility for social roles and associated
domains [8], we aim to design a system that automatically infers social roles and associated interruptibility
preferences to regulate interruptions accordingly. To realize such a system, we need to ensure that preferences
are pronounced and consistent over time. Concepts and explanations on how people manage interruptions on
such a broader scale will complement approaches based on specific situations, locations, or cognitive load and
likely enhance our understanding of interruptibility. Such concepts might reveal new promising approaches for
future interruption management systems.

In this paper, we investigate the concepts of role theory and boundary management for interruption manage-
ment. These concepts provide the theoretical foundations for explaining individuals’ social behavior, identity, and
preferences for life domains, e.g., work or private. We report results from an in-the-wild study with 16 participants
over five weeks. In this study, we captured interactions with applications, notifications, locations, relationships to
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contacts as well as physical activities from a multi-device setting including mobile phones and desktop computers.
In our study, participants rated their interruptibility for two roles and their domains - private, and work. In
contrast to existing approaches, where interruptibility had been rated with likert-scales [54], individuals assessed
their preferences towards receiving interruptions from private and work domains – either allowing interruptions
from a particular domain, both, or from none. Our results show, that interruptibility models that are built on
features including locations or physical activities can be significantly improved by incorporating social roles.
Motivated by the results, we designed a two-stage binary classification model. The model infers individuals’
social roles in the first stage and provide the classified roles to a second-stage interruptibility classifier. With
this work, we open space for the next generation of interruptibility management systems that, in the true sense
of the Weiser’s vision [77], align human-computer interactions with a user’s socially-related needs. The main
contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:

1) An investigation and evaluation of machine learning models that infer individuals’ interruptibility prefer-
ences for two social roles and their life domains – private and work.

2) A two-stage machine-learning based approach to infer individuals’ roles and interruptibility. The approach
achieves a mean weighted F1 score of 0.75, compared to the baseline of 0.48.

3) An in-depth investigation on the impacts of multi-device usage on interruptibility and social role machine
learning models.

Through an in-depth analysis, we find that interruptibility and social role models can benefit from a holistic view
on individuals’ device interactions – including interactions from phones and desktop computers. These results
strengthen our view on the applicability of role theory and boundary management for interruption management
systems.

Key findings:
★ The incorporation of social roles within traditional interruptibility approaches improves the overall interruptibility

classification performance. A paired t-test indicates a statistically significant improvement.
★ Social roles, a concept that shapes an individual’s communication and interruptibility preferences, correlate with

the individual’s phone and desktop application usage, that person’s location, and temporal features.
★ Interruptibility and social role classification performance is increased for certain roles when models incorporate

interactions of multiple rather than single devices. A holistic view of individuals’ device interactions is needed to
frame the concept of interruptibility entirely.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we discuss the theoretical underpinnings for our research. First, we describe boundary management
theory, which states that individuals establish borders to shape domains. Domains help individuals to structure
and organize common and related events having a particular meaning to them. Then, we elaborate on role theory,
which refers to individuals’ different behavior depending on their situation and social identity.

2.1 Boundary Management & Role Theory
People establish physical, temporal, or cognitive boundaries to shape domains [8]. Domains are mental constructs
that people establish to sort and maintain similar and associated events according to their meaning. For instance,
individuals might establish the domains of work and home and characterize each of the domains with colleagues,
friends, and demands pertaining to the domain. Within and across domains, people enact various social roles
[8]. Social roles are defined as characteristic social behaviour [12], or expected behaviour associated with a social
position [10] where each position has its rights and obligations [47]. Role boundaries limit the perimeters of
associated social roles [8]. These role boundaries are flexible and permeable to facilitate transitions from one role
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to another. These transitions are either less frequent but more significant or more frequent but less significant.
The former refers to major transitions where individuals switch roles for a longer period (e.g., promotions).
The latter refers to micro-transitions where individuals make multiple transitions a day, for example, switching
between being an employee and being a parent [8]. Based on the findings of [51] stating that individuals tend to
segment or integrate work and home, Ashfort et al. suggest that roles can be aligned on the continuum from
high segmentation to high integration [8]. The continuum – segmentation to integration – allows four different
types of role preferences that, in the context of work and home, can be described as follows: (1) Individuals who
prefer separation are known as segmenters. They establish strong role boundaries so that home and work-related
matters are separated. (2) Integrators prefer to mix home and work-related matters thoroughly. They allow
work-related demands matters while enacting a home-related role or vice-versa. At last, combinators establish
strong boundaries for one role but more permeable boundaries for the other. (3) They either allow work demands
while being in a private role or (4) private-related demands while enacting a work associated role.

Individuals’ segmentation and integration preferences might breach as mobile phones, laptops, and desktop
computers are ubiquitous and feature various communication channels. Such breaches result in an incapability of
meeting demands of concurrent roles – known as role strain [27] which further lead to role conflicts. Role conflicts
originate from contradicting role expectations and obligations causing adverse effects on peoples’ wellbeing
[18]. Particularly, the use of mobile phones in the after-hours facilitate such conflicts due to work-related phones
interactions and interruptions at home or vice-versa [20]. While positive effects of concurrent roles on individuals’
wellbeing have been found [19], the net effect of interactions and interruptions contradicting social role demands
and expectations is detrimental.

3 GOALS AND ASSUMPTIONS
Our main goal is to build the basis for social role-based interruption management systems. To achieve this goal,
we need to assists users’ urge to shape their interruptibility for life domains and roles – extending interruption
management systems to extract and process social roles and life domains. Therefore, we first investigate if
(1) there is a correlation between individuals interruptibility and the information about a person’s current social
role. (2) Second, we need to examine how social roles can be reliably classified in a non-intrusive manner, for
instance, via mobile sensing. (3) Finally, we incorporate individuals’ social role information in classifiers for
detecting interruptibility.

For our social-role based interruption management approach, we decided to examine two broad domains and
their associated social roles – work and private. Even though we are interested in capturing more social roles and
investigate their applicability for interruption management, we need to consider the resulting implications. The
more social roles, the less we can distinguish between them as role boundaries vanish – leading to equivocal
roles. A person that enact the roles of a partner and a parent does not necessarily expose a different behavior that
current devices can sense. Locations, physical activities, and even physiological signals might be the same for
these roles. However, for an individual, the role of a partner and a parent is certainly different.
As the authors in [8] describe, social roles are mental constructs that individuals maintain to organize their

surroundings. Depending on the role, they can lead to distinguishable behavior sensed through phones and
desktop computers. Although, social roles can be defined in a broad range with varying granularity, roles including
family, work, and social are reported as the most universal social behaviours [51, 58]. These roles are diverse
and broad enough to describe the characteristics of people’s behavior in their daily life[49]. Motivated by these
findings, we investigate work and private as domains with their labelled social roles within in mind that these
broader defined roles capture multiple roles that are otherwise difficult to distinguish.
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4 THE BALANCE-APP
In this section, we describe the technical details and underlying concepts of Balance and Balance for Android –
two applications that we implemented to capture user behavior on desktop computers and mobile phones. Both
applications facilitate background sensing as well as experience sampling. The former was implemented as a
multi-platform application for Windows and macOS, whereas the latter was implemented for Android only.

(a) Balance for Android: The application provides experience
sampling, background sensing and a dashboard that displays
recently recorded events.

(b) Balance for Windows & macOS: The application interacts
with the underlying operating system and captures system
events and application interactions.

Fig. 1. Balance for Android (Figure 1a) and Balance for Windows & macOS (Figure 1b): Both applications provide sensing
capabilities and were built to capture user behavior in a multi-device setting. The applications provide multi-language support
(English and German).

4.1 Balance for Windows & macOS
We implemented a multi-platform application to capture user behavior on Windows and macOS operated devices.
The application is based on Python and builds upon the pywin32[22] and the pyobjc [57] libraries onWindows and
macOS, respectively. Both libraries are wrappers to low-level native operating system interfaces that allow direct
access to system information, peripheral devices, and functions. The libraries provide access to keyboard and
mouse events, foreground applications as well as information that is shown in applications’ title bars. Furthermore,
Balance relies on the psutil [38] and subprocess32 [69] libraries. Psutil is a cross-platform library that abstracts the
access to running processes and information related to system utilization. Nearby Wi-Fi networks are scanned
and parsed using native system calls in combination with the subprocess32 library.

4.2 Balance for Android
Balance for Android provides similar functionalities as Balance forWindows &macOS. The application is designed
to (1) seamlessly record data in the background, and (2) to consume as little energy, computational, and storage
resources as possible. Background services keep track of location updates, physical activities, interactions with
applications and notifications, and the phone’s state (e.g., screen status, ringer-modes). To improve the battery
performance and resource consumption, we recorded the phone’s last known location using a fused provider [28]
that processes Wi-Fi, mobile communication services and GPS to estimate location information. Furthermore, we
use the Google Recognition API [28] to gather information on physical activities. The API itself is optimized for
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Fig. 2. Per user-distribution of answered and unanswered ESM questionnaires.

battery performance – reducing activity updates when the device is still and using low-power sensors to activate
and continue sensing when activity is reported. Analog to Balance for Windows/macOS, through an encrypted
channel the application regularly uploads the recorded data to our university server.

4.2.1 Applications & Notifications. There are two prevalent methods to capture information on active applications
and notifications on Android [73, 76], namely (1) Accessibility Services1 and (2) Notification Listeners2.
We decided to implement the accessibility service as well as the notification listener to capture all informa-

tion with regards to application and notification characteristics. The Accessibility Service records foreground
applications (e.g., name and package identifier) whenever the window or its state changes. The Notification
Listener intercepts the reception, interaction, and removal of notifications and provide access to their underlying
representation. We record and store information related to time of arrival or the length of notification content. To
get information about contacts and/or groups (e.g., social and hierarchical relationship), we decided to white-list
applications that contain the contact’s name within the notification title. The list included popular messaging
applications including Whatsapp, Outlook, Twitter, Facebook, Microsoft Teams, Slack, or Telegram.

5 IN-THE-WILD STUDY
In this section, we first outline the design of our in-the-wild study to investigate individuals’ interruptibility
preferences and social roles. We then elaborate on the details on data processing and feature extraction that build
the basis to train and test our interruptibility and role classifiers.

5.1 Study Design
We conducted an in-the-wild study to capture user behavior along with contextual information, interruptibility
preferences, and roles. The study incorporated repeated measurements from participants in a multi-device setting,
continuous background sensing, as well as Experience Sampling Methods (ESMs) [32]. We advertised the study
on our websites and networks. Data collection began at the end of January 2020 and lasted for five weeks. Both
– Balance and Balance for Android – first informed the participants about the study and the data that is being
collected. Then, the participants received information on privacy protection measures and were informed about
their rights (e.g., erasing their collected data on request). Consent forms and data collection procedures were

1See: https://developer.android.com/reference/android/accessibilityservice/AccessibilityService
2See: https://developer.android.com/reference/android/service/notification/NotificationListenerService
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Table 1. Contextual information and features within the dataset divided by platform. Information marked with (∗) have
been manually reported via questionnaires.

Context Features

Desktop computer (Windows & macOS)

Foreground application number of unique applications, CV, TF, TF-IDF on application sequences
Keyboard number of pressed keys {chars, control keys }, interaction {true, false }
Mouse number of pressed buttons {left, right }
Interaction the total time spend with applications prior to an ESM

Android

Foreground application number of unique applications, CV, TF, TF-IDF on application sequences
Location Pluscodes {pluscode 8, pluscode 10}, most frequent and last pluscodes
Physical activity number of unique activities - Google API [29]
Ringer Mode ringer mode changes, last ringer mode
Screen state number of states {on, off}
Notification number of {notifications received, unique applications with notification }

number of notifications received from {family, friend, work}, number of apps
with genre communication

Application genre number of different application genres
Interaction the total time spend with applications prior to an ESM

Temporal

Time part of the day {morning, noon, afternoon, evening, night}
Day of week number of day within week {0-6}
Weekend {yes, no}
Self reported∗ Description

Contact Hashed contact and/or group name extracted from notification titles
Relationship Relationship with a contact {family, friend, work, and none }

Multiple selections were possible
Roles Information on the active role in the last 15 minutes
Interruptibility Rated interruptibility preferences within the last 15 minutes

approved by our privacy department and ethics committee, respectively. After giving their informed consent, the
participants were guided through a short tutorial on how to use the application.

We implemented a flexible approach to display ESM questionnaires to participants. First, we presented question-
naires using a fixed schedule of 90 minutes to ask for interruptibility preferences and roles periodically. Second,
we implemented an event-based approach to present additional questionnaires after participants interacted with
their phones for more than 10 minutes. Both approaches are common in ESM based studies to capture contextual
information in-situ [71]. Furthermore, questionnaires expired after 10 minutes and were only scheduled between
7am and 10pm. We set a minimum time of 30 minutes between questionnaires. The measures were implemented
to ensure data quality as well as to reduce the burden of answering questionnaires [71, 72].

5.1.1 Study population. At the end of the study, we gathered user behavior and contextual information from
27 participants. After cleansing the data, we had to remove 11 participants from the dataset. From these 11
participants, two left the study within four days. Four participants were removed as they did not met the
threshold of 10 answered interruptibility and social role questionnaires. The five participants either uninstalled
the applications due to software issues (i.e., macOS version not compatible, Balance for Android not working on
manufacturer’s version of Android) or were removed as location updates were not collected during the study
due to battery optimization measures. The final dataset included 16 participants – 13 male, 3 female. In total,
3255 out of 10701 questionnaires were answered (rate = 30.41%). As shown in Figure 2, answering rates as well
as the number of total ESM questionnaires vary between participants. The variations in answering rates and
number of questionnaires can partly be explained by our study design. Since we issued ESM questionnaires
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(a) Individuals frequently selected private and work roles on
their phones and desktop computers, respectively.

(b) Interruptibility preferences – private only and both – were
frequently selected on phones.

Fig. 3. Distribution of social roles (Figure 3a) and interruptibility preferences (Figure 3b) on phones and desktop.

when interacting with phones for longer than 10 minutes, the number of questionnaires partly depends on
individuals’ usage behaviour. The overall answering rate is comparable to other ESM-based studies within the
field of interruptibility [60].

Overall, participants were between 19 and 41 years old (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 31.44 and 𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 5.17 years) and came from five
different countries and two continents. The participants mostly used Windows and Android operated devices (14
Android, 12Windows, and 2macOS). Of all 16 participants, 12 installed the desktop and phone application on their
devices. The data was stored in an internal database and regularly uploaded to a server hosted at our university.
The connection and the data transmission to the server were encrypted. After the study, the participants received
a compensation of 50 Euro and were informed about uninstalling the applications. Table 1 shows the types of data
along with the features that have been computed. Features are extracted within periods 15 minutes before an ESM
questionnaire and include individuals’ locations, application usages, physical activities, and temporal features.
Due to security measures, we could not collect mouse in addition to keyboard events from macOS operated
desktop computers. Therefore, we focused on collection keyboard events for the affected two participants as such
events have been shown to correlate with users’ interruptibility. In the following sections, we discuss the details
of data processing and features extraction from application sequences.

5.2 Analysis of ESMQuestionnaires
As shown in Figure 3, we note that participants tended to answer more questionnaires on their phones than their
desktop computers. In total, 2344 questionnaires (72.02%) have been answered on phones. The remaining 911
(27.98%) questionnaires have been answered on desktop computers. Considering self-reported interruptibility
preferences, we note that [interruptible for] private-only, and [interruptible for] both [private or work-related
messages] were frequently selected on phones, as shown in Figure 3b. On desktop computer, we observe
a slight tendency for selecting work-only as interruptibility preference. As shown in Figure 3a, individuals
predominantly stated to be engaged in a private role on their phones, followed by work and both, respectively. In
contrast, individuals stated to be more often engaged in a work role when answering questionnaires on their
desktop computer. Even though participants frequently selected to be engaged in a private role, they were often
interruptible for both – private and work – related matters on their phones. Analysing the distribution of private
tagged role answers, we note that individuals selected 253 (19.16%) out of 1320 times to be interruptible for
private and work-related interruptions.
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Application Sequences

Desktop
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Word Mouse Internet
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Previous 15 minutes

Application usage time

Application Sequence

Fig. 4. Visualization of application events along with corresponding sequences. Subsequent applications are grouped together
to compute the duration of application usage.

5.3 Data Processing and Modeling
Both applications – Balance and Balance for Android – continuously captured desktop computer and phone usage
data during our study. The data, however, differentiate as implementations of libraries and interfaces on operating
system level – Android or Windows/macOS – are different. The differences are shown in Figure 4. Android
may report foreground applications multiple times in a row depending on the configuration of the Accessibility
Service. Subsequent applications are, therefore, first grouped to compute the time a user has actually spent on the
application. Then, all applications preceding a ESM are marked as a single sequence with a corresponding label –
treating the previous 15minutes before answering an ESM as a single application sequence. On desktop computers,
applications are only recorded whenever the foreground focus changes. Therefore, we marked sequences and
computed their usage time without grouping them first. We further removed applications related to launcher
applications, settings, or system updates from the interaction streams. Launcher applications, for example, appear
in every interaction sequence. Individuals have to interact with them to navigate to other applications of choice.
Consequently, such applications do not carry any additional information to particular interruptibility preferences
or roles – similar to stopwords [39, 42] used in text classification and natural language processing. Furthermore,
we decided to preserve events related to keyboard and mouse events within phone and desktop interaction
streams. Such events have been shown to correlate with individuals’ interruptibility and are promising candidates
to reveal situations where individuals might be attentive towards notifications or content.

5.3.1 Building Features from Application Sequences. Application sequences that have been computed from the
interaction stream are mere textual representations – concatenations of single applications represented as strings.
They form a sparse and high dimensional matrix with size 𝑛 𝑥 𝑑 [2]. The number of sequences is denoted by
𝑛. Its vocabulary size, which represents the number of unique applications per participant, is denoted as 𝑑 .
Textual representations have to be transformed in order to use them in machine learning. Common approaches to
transform textual information into sparse matrices are Term Frequency (TF), Term Frequency-Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) [64], Count Vectorization (CV), or neural networks such as Word2Vec (W2V) [48]. For this study,
we choose CV, TF, and TF-IDF for feature extraction to transform sequences into sparse matrices. The CV feature
extracts the number of application occurrences within sequences. TF extracts application frequencies within a
sequence – dividing the number of occurrences by the length of a sequence whereas TF-IDF adds the inverse
document frequency to TF. The inverse document frequency specifies how unique an application is within the
whole set of sequences. We choose CV, TF, and TF-IDF for extract features from application sequences as these
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Fig. 5. Weighted F1 scores per classifier for inferring interruptibility. Left-sided plots (light blue) denote F1 scores for using
contextual information only. Right-sided plots show F1 scores including self-reported social roles as well.

methods represent the most basic representations that have been widely used in the domain of text and sequence
classification [39].

5.3.2 Choice of Classifiers. The processing of sequences is similar to the field of text classification. Consequently,
we choose popular classifiers from that field to extract information from application sequences [39]. In particular,
we evaluate Random-Forests (RF), K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), logistic regression and simple decision trees. To
further extend the evaluation, we also integrated ensemble-based learning, namely, AdaBoost and Random Forests.
A classifier that predicts the most frequent class is reported as a baseline to compare classification performances.
The classifiers are trained and evaluated on features listed in Table 1. In the following sections, we first present our
classification approach, which we apply to classify interruptibility preferences and roles. Within the classification,
we use different sets of features: Features without CV, TF, and TF-IDF extracted application sequences are denoted
as (1) features. Features sets that include application sequences or self-reported roles are denoted as (2) features
+ app seq. or (3) features + roles, respectively. As classifiers cannot be trained on sparse and non-sparse data
simultaneously, we added the feature vector to matrices when training on feature sets that included CV, TF, TF-IDF.
The classifiers were trained using 3-fold cross-validation on separate training and testing sets per individual.

5.3.3 Binary Encoding. As shown in Figure 3, the number of interruptibility and social role samples is imbalanced
across devices. Also, the distribution of answers on each device vary. Participants might be interruptible for
private and work matters or exclusively interruptible for private or work. Similarly, such individual behavior
applies to social roles. To compare classifiers, we decided to binary encode the ESM interruptibility and social
role answers. In particular, we encoded interruptibility answers to fall in the categories (1) interrupt-private –
yes, no, and (2) interrupt-work – yes, no. Consequently, interrupt-both fall in the categories interrupt-private
and interrupt-work as either {yes, yes } or {no, no}. The same encoding was performed for social role answers.
We choose the weighted F1 score to evaluate our personalized classification models. This metric combines both
precision and recall with the support of each class.
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(a) F1 Scores of phone-based interruptibility recognition. (b) F1 scores of desktop-based interruptibility recognition.

Fig. 6. Weighted F1 scores of the RF classifier for inferring individuals’ interruptibility.

6 INTERRUPTIBILITY CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we examine the performance of inferring individuals’ interruptibility preferences. As described in
Section 5, the features to train and test interruptibility classifiers encompass temporal, location, and application
based features listed in Table 1. These features have been shown to be useful descriptors for interruptibility
classification e.g., [53, 54, 70].

6.1 Results
Figure 5 shows the results of interruptibility models classifying four different interruptibility preferences – private-
only, work-only, both, and none. The left-handed plots show the classification performance based on application
and spatio-temporal features. The right-handed plots show the classification performance with features including
self-reported social roles. We note that all classifiers outperform the baseline in terms of interquartile range and
median. The mean interquartile range of all classifiers except the baseline varies between 0.62 and 0.84 in F1-Score.
Furthermore, we note that classifiers achieve comparable classification performances when being trained on
the feature set. The Decision Tree and Adaboost show outliers below the 25𝑡ℎ percentile whereas the Logistic
Regression and Ridge classifier report lower minimum and higher maximum F1-scores. RF performs best with a
median F1-score of 0.72. The interruptibility recognition performance in terms of the 50𝑡ℎ and 75𝑡ℎ percentile and
interquartile range is improved by adding self-reported roles. The most significant improvement can be observed
in the Ridge Classifier. Nonetheless, the RF classifier outperforms all other classifiers. The interquartile ranges
from 0.58 and 0.85 in F1-score. A conducted paired t-test confirms a statistically significant improvement of the RF
classifier. By setting the significance level 𝛼 to 0.05, we note that the classification of individuals’ interruptibility
preferences based on features only (𝑀 = 0.70, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13) improves significantly by adding information on
self-reported roles (𝑀 = 0.74, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13) as a feature (𝑡 = −4.37, 𝑝 ≤ 0.05). The improvement has a medium effect
size with a Cohen’s d metric of −0.36.

6.2 Results for Participants & Devices
Figure 6 shows the classification results for interruptibility preferences per participant and feature sets for
phones and desktop computers. In line with the paired t-test, the inclusion of self-reported roles improves the
classification of interruptibility preferences on phones and desktop computers. However, we note individual
differences in the improvement. As shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6b, some participants, like participant 10
show a comparable performance for both feature sets but no improvement. For participant 2, we observe an
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Fig. 7. Weighted F1 scores per classifier for inferring individual social roles. Left-sided plots (light blue) denote F1 scores using
application sequence features only. Centered (light green) and right-handed (dark blue) show F1 scores using spatio-temporal
features and the combination of features and application sequences, respectively.

improvement when including self-reported social roles on phone-based but not for desktop-based interruptibility
classification. In general, we observe less comparable but more improved classification performances for all other
participants.

7 SOCIAL ROLE CLASSIFICATION
The results in Section 6 show the importance of incorporating social roles within interruptibility classification. In
practice, information on social roles need to be extracted from data to use it in practical interruption management
systems. In this section, we examine different ways to classify social roles based on (1) application sequences,
(2) spatio-temporal features including information on device usage, (3) and their combination.. We first present
average classification performances computed over all participants and devices per feature set. We then detail
classification results per participant and device.

7.1 Results
Figure 7 shows the weighted F1 scores for inferring individual social roles across all users and devices. We
note that all classifiers perform better than the baseline. Furthermore, we observe that the improvement in
performance compared to the baseline is consistent over all feature sets – application sequences, spatio-temporal
and application features, and their combination. Social role classification models trained on CV transformed
application sequences achieve the lowest weighted F1-score. Although these models attain reasonable F1 scores,
models that are trained on spatio-temporal and application features perform significantly better.The improvement
of classification models trained on features (𝑀 = 0.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.05) compared to application sequences (𝑀 = 0.71,
𝑆𝐷 = 0.05) is statistically significant (𝑡 = 9.61, 𝑝 ≤ 0.05) with 𝛼 = 0.05. The improvement has a large effect size
with a Cohen’s d metric of 2.06. A second paired t-test reveals no difference between classification models being
trained on features and their combination features + app seq. The RF achieves the highest median F1-score of
0.72 and 0.82 for inferring social roles based on both – application sequences and features – respectively. In the
following, we select the RF classifier to show detailed results per participant and device.
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(a) F1 Scores using phone-based features. (b) F1 scores using desktop-based features.

Fig. 8. Weighted F1 scores of the RF classifier for inferring individuals’ roles per device. Role sets are represented in different
shapes and colors.

7.2 Results for Participants & Devices
Figure 8 shows the results of classifying social roles on different devices. We only report the results for models
trained on application sequences and features as there is no difference in classification performance when using
their combination. In general, models trained on features perform better for all participants. However, the degree
of the performance increase is participant dependent. As shown in Figure 8a, participant 5 shows only a slight
improvement – ranging from 0.72 to 0.75 in F1 score for application sequence and features, respectively. The
biggest improvement can be observed for participant 12 from 0.69 to 0.93 in F1 score. When inferring social roles
with desktop-based features, we note a similar pattern. Models trained on features achieve better performances in
F1 scores compared to models trained on application sequences. Also individual differences can be observed. For
example, participant 15 shows a significant improvement in F1 score when the model is trained on features. Two
paired t-tests confirm no differences in classification performances across devices with the same feature sets.

Key findings of this section:
★ Depending on individuals usage behavior, application sequences can be used to infer private and work roles
★ The RF classifier outperforms all other classifiers achieving a median F1 score of 0.82 compared to the baseline of

0.45 for inferring individuals’ social roles trained on the feature set.

8 TOWARDS SOCIAL ROLE-BASED INTERRUPTIBILITY CLASSIFICATION
The social role classification models presented in the previous section provide reasonable performances to be
used in practical interruption management systems. We now use these models as a foundation for our social
role-based interruptibility model to improve the classification of individuals’ interruptibility preferences. Our
social role-based interruptibility model, therefore, combines the findings derived in Section 6 and 7.

8.1 Two-Stage Classification of Social Roles & Interruptibility Preferences
As shown in Figure 9, we designed a social role-based interruptibility classifier. The classifier comprises four
models – two binary models each for social role and interruptibility classification. In the first stage, individuals’
private and work-related roles are classified. In the second stage, the information of individuals’ social roles
are fed to the binary interruptibility classifiers. To predict individuals’ interruptibility preferences, we decided
to use the binary information of social roles as feature as well as the original ternary representation – private,
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Fig. 9. Two stage binary classification approach for inferring roles and interruptibility preferences.

work, and both. For the ternary representation, we re-encoded the binary encoding to its original presentation.
Consequently, if both binary social role classifiers predict that a user is engaged in a private and work role, the
information both is added to the feature vector. When both classifiers do not predict an engaged in either of the
roles, we revert to the baseline predicting the individuals most common role. The interruptibility models then
perform a binary classification of individuals’ interruptibility preferences. Similar to the re-encoding of the binary
social roles, the results of both interruptibility classifiers are also re-encoded to their former representation –
interrupt-private, interrupt-work, interrupt-both, none.

For the first stage, we train the social role classifiers based on spatio-temporal and application usage features
as described in Section 7. For the interruptibility classification in the second stage, we use the same models from
Section 6 but predict interruptibility preferences with first-stage classified social roles.

8.2 Results

(a) F1 scores using phone-based features. (b) F1 scores using desktop-based features.

Fig. 10. Weighted F1 scores of the RF classifier for social role-based interruptibility classification.

Figure 10 shows the results of the social role-based interruptibility classifier per participant and device. We note
that social role-based models improve classification of individual interruptibility preferences. As shown in Figure
10a, all participants except participant 15 achieve higher F1 scores for detecting their individual interruptibility
preferences if using social role-based models. When using desktop-based information, all participants achieve
higher or at least equal F1 scores for social role-based models compared to traditional models as shown in
Figure 10b. We conducted a paired t-test to investigate if our two-stage interruptibility classification models
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Table 2. Impact of phones and desktop computers and their combination on social role and interruptibility classification.

Variable Single Device Combination t-statistic 𝛼

Social Roles
Phone 𝑀 = 0.83 𝑀 = 0.83 −0.08 0.93

𝑆𝐷 = 0.07 𝑆𝐷 = 0.04

Desktop 𝑀 = 0.84 𝑀 = 0.83 1.88 0.08
𝑆𝐷 = 0.04 𝑆𝐷 = 0.04

Interruptibility
Phone 𝑀 = 0.74 𝑀 = 0.75 −1.20 0.25

𝑆𝐷 = 0.14 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13

Desktop 𝑀 = 0.74 𝑀 = 0.75 −0.88 0.39
𝑆𝐷 = 0.14 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13

perform significantly different than those interruptibility models that have been trained on spatio-temporal and
application features. Our social role-based interruptibility models (𝑀 = 0.73, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13) perform better than
traditional interruptibility models (𝑀 = 0.70, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.13) setting 𝛼 = 0.05 (𝑡 = −5.21, 𝑝 ≤ 0.05). With a Cohen’s D
metric of −0.23, the effect size is small to medium. No differences between interruptibility models evaluated on
classified or self-reported social roles have been found.

9 THE IMPACT OF DEVICES ON ROLE & INTERRUPTIBILITY
Given that participants might use their devices for different purposes, we are interested in observing any effects
on the classification performance when we combine phone and desktop-based features. To investigate possible
effects of multi-device usage, we conducted multiple paired t-tests on participants that installed both applications
on their phones and desktop computers. In the following, we first report paired t-test for interruptibility and
social role setting 𝛼 to 0.05 and using the RF classifier as it showed promising results in Section 6 and 7. We then
present detailed results on multi-device usage for each class.

9.1 General Impact of Multi-Devices
Table 2, shows the results of a paired t-test to investigate the impact of multi-device settings on interruptibility
and social role classification. Considering the general classification performances of social roles as well as
interruptibility preferences, we observe no significant effect when training models on phone-based or desktop-
based features compared to their combination. In the following sections, we investigate whether the combination
of phone-based and desktop-based features have an effect on social role and interruptibility classification compared
to using only one device.

9.1.1 Phone vs. Combination: Impact on Interruptibility & Social Role: As shown in Table 3a, we note that
the combination of phone-based and desktop-based features (𝑀 = 0.78, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.08) significantly improves the
classification for the role-private compared to using phone-only features (𝑀 = 0.76, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.12). The effect is
significant (𝑡 = −2.63, 𝑝 ≤ .05). The same observation applies to role-work where phone and desktop-based
features (𝑀 = 0.83, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.07) improve the classification considering phone-only (𝑀 = 0.78, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.12) features
(𝑡 = −5.32, 𝑝 ≤ .05). Considering the classification of individual interruptibility preferences, the combination (𝑀 =

0.74, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.17) only improves the performance of interrupt-private compared to phone-only (𝑀 = 0.69, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.20)
features (𝑡 = −2.97, 𝑝 ≤ .05). No significant effect is observed for interrupt-work interruptibility preferences.
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Table 3. Impact of devices on the inference of private and work social roles and interruptibility preferences.

(a) Phone vs. Combination

Variable Phone Combination t-statistic 𝛼

Social Roles
role-private 𝑀 = 0.76 𝑀 = 0.78 −2.63 ≤ .05

𝑆𝐷 = 0.12 𝑆𝐷 = 0.08

role-work 𝑀 = 0.78 𝑀 = 0.83 −5.32 ≤ .05
𝑆𝐷 = 0.12 𝑆𝐷 = 0.07

Interruptibility
interrupt-private 𝑀 = 0.69 𝑀 = 0.74 −2.97 ≤ .05

𝑆𝐷 = 0.20 𝑆𝐷 = 0.17

interrupt-work 𝑀 = 0.43 𝑀 = 0.45 −0.89 0.39
𝑆𝐷 = 0.37 𝑆𝐷 = 0.37

(b) Desktop vs. Combination

Variable Desktop Combination t-statistic 𝛼

Social Roles
Role-Private 𝑀 = 0.79 𝑀 = 0.78 1.67 0.10

𝑆𝐷 = 0.08 𝑆𝐷 = 0.08

Role-Work 𝑀 = 0.84 𝑀 = 0.83 1.11 0.27
𝑆𝐷 = 0.06 𝑆𝐷 = 0.07

Interruptibility
Interrupt-Private 𝑀 = 0.75 𝑀 = 0.74 0.75 0.46

𝑆𝐷 = 0.17 𝑆𝐷 = 0.17

Interrupt-Work 𝑀 = 0.46 𝑀 = 0.45 0.15 0.87
𝑆𝐷 = 0.42 𝑆𝐷 = 0.37

9.1.2 Desktop vs. Combination: Impact on Interruptibility & Social Role. As shown in Table 3b, no significant
effect is observed when investigating the impact using desktop-only features vs. the combination of features
from both devices. We note that the mean classification performance for interrupt-private (𝑀 = 0.75, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.17)
as well as for interrupt-work (𝑀 = 0.46, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.42) is comparable to the results for the combination of devices
– interrupt-private (𝑀 = 0.74, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.17) and interrupt-work (𝑀 = 0.45, 𝑆𝐷 = 0.37), respectively. The same
observation applies to the mean classification results for role-private and role-work.

Key findings of this section:
★ In general, the classification of interruptibility preferences and social roles does not improve when combining

phone-based and desktop-based features.
★ The combination of phone and desktop-based features, however, does improve classification performance per

class. In particular, the classification role-work and interrupt-private is improved when combining phone and
desktop-based features compared to using phone-only features.

10 DISCUSSION & LIMITATIONS
In this work, we have presented the results of an in-the-wild study with 16 participants to investigate the applica-
bility of social role-based interruptibility management systems. Our results show that conventional interruptibility
models based on spatio-temporal features are improved by incorporating information on individuals’ social roles.
A paired t-test confirms a statistically significant improvement with a medium effect size. Motivated by these
results, we evaluated social role classification models and found that such models can reasonably infer individuals’
private and work related roles. To combine our findings on interruptibility and social roles, we investigated a
two-stage classification approach that harnesses social roles to infer individuals’ interruptibility preferences. The
two-stage classification approach shows a statistically significant improvement over conventional interruptibility
models with a small to medium effect size.

Although the study population spanned different countries and age distributions, our results are not general-
izable as participants were only recruited from a university domain. Also, the diverse nature and semantics of
locations and applications led us to evaluate personalized rather than generalized classifiers. Even though these
classifiers could infer individuals’ roles and interruptibility preferences, they might have missed patterns across
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individuals that would likely improve the classification performance. Considering application sequences, applica-
tion categories that preserve the applications’ semantics but group similar applications might help to construct
generalized classifiers across individuals in future. However, existing category schemes [41] have to be extended.
Some applications, for example, Whatsapp and Microsoft Teams, may correspond to the same categories but serve
users for a different purpose. Considering individuals’ social roles, we also noticed that longer sequences might
correspond to more frequent switches between different roles. The reason is that the chances of role transitions –
caused by work or private-related notifications – increases over time, especially when a user is actively engaged
and aware of incoming events. Another limitation of this study is that the data collection relied on self-reported
questionnaires. We note that insights about participants’ behavior, interruptibility, and roles might be missing
due to the sparse data. Also, there is a chance that participants did not recollect their interruptibility and social
roles accordingly or misjudged their activities within the previous 15 minutes after receiving a questionnaire.
These kind of biases including moderate answering rates are common for ESM based studies that are conducted
in-the-wild [71]. Finally, we note that our statistical observations are limited in their power due to a rather small
sample of participants. Integrators might resort to short-term interruptibility approaches as they completely
integrate demands from multiple roles and domains irrespective of their current role.

10.1 Design Implications
The classification of social roles can enhance interruption management systems by covering complete life domains
of individuals rather than only short-term events that have previously been investigated [53, 60]. Note that our
approach is not meant to replace existing and well-established techniques like those based on breakpoints [53, 55],
mental workload [81, 82], or task boundaries [35]. It is a complementary addition that can be combined with short-
term based approaches to form social role-based interruptibility management systems. Such a complementary
addition can be achieved by a staged system. In the first stage, a system infers individuals’ current social roles
and their associated domains. Role-specific preferences for sorting and maintaining associated events provide
the necessary information on users’ receptivity towards demands from other roles. For example, users who are
segmenting or combining demands may not be interruptible by notifications from friends or reminders from
private-related applications while working. By mapping the origin of interruptions to individuals’ existing roles,
interruptions can be handled – scheduled, negotiated – according to common interruption handling strategies
[15, 44]. If individuals’ preferences and interruption origin coincide, short-term based approaches may further
identify opportune moments for fine-grained interruptibility support. Interruptions might then be deferred to
breakpoints or moments with a low mental workload.

Our experimental results might prove useful in future work environments and organizations, where work and
private-related interruptions are prevalent. While working, a social role-based interruption management system
enforcing an individuals’ segmentation preferences can defer private-related interruptions to moments when an
employee starts enacting their private role again. The system might also allow interruptions for an employee’s
private roles while working when applying an integration preference. The system, therefore, provides a means for
organizations to employ regulations and policies for supporting their employees’ work-life balance and wellbeing
by reducing unwanted interruptions. However, the realization social role-based interruption management systems
needs more and detailed investigations as our experimental results provide only preliminary insights of such
systems. In particular, social roles classification raises questions about individuals’ privacy and ethical implications
regarding misuse and surveillance.

10.2 Considerations on Ethics & Privacy
On the one hand, social role-based interruption management systems can mitigate adverse effects on wellbeing,
and work-life balance originating from work-related interruptions in the after-hours. On the other hand, knowing
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that employees spend more time in their private roles while working may inflict severe consequences for
employees and their work environment. There is an imminent risk that information on social roles is misused for
workplace surveillance and productivity assessments. In the future, this risk manifolds as improvements in the
social role classification might provide more insights on fine-granular roles such as parent, student, supervisor, or
colleague. With such a fine-granularity, detailed profiles on social identities, including how people structure and
organize demands in their environment, become possible. Consequently, the risk and chances of social role-based
interruption management systems have to be weighted.

A socio-technical design approach [11] can help mitigate the risks related to misuse and workplace surveillance.
A key concept of socio-technical design is that the performance of a to be designed system depends on the joint
optimization of technical and social subsystems [11]. In a workplace environment, social subsystems would
include employees’ and employers’ interests and requirements that had to be weighted and equally considered.
The risk of misuse and workplace surveillance would then be addressed by system design. The inclusion of
employee and employer representatives combined with an open discussion about the benefits and risks of social
role classification at work might also be a driving factor to prevent misuse and surveillance intentions. Employees
should (1) not be obligated to use such a system at work, and (2) has the right to revoke their consent at any time.
Regarding individuals’ privacy, the use of multi-device data to improve social role classification performances
bears another challenge. Contextual information has to be aggregated to build meaningful machine learning
models. Therefore, we investigated classification models built on application sequences only to minimize the
amount of contextual information needed to extract social roles. To further protect the exploitation of sensitive
information, privacy-preserving machine learning models and methods related to differential privacy [21] might
help. Finally, a careful and interdisciplinary design of social role-based interruption management systems is
needed to ensure users’ transparency and acceptance. Transparent and self-explanatory machine learning models
that display rules and automated decisions to their users [46] might help to gain users’ trust and acceptance.
Although there are risks for misuse and surveillance, we believe that incorporating social roles can significantly
support individuals in managing their interruptibility and maintaining wellbeing and work-life balance. People
might become aware of their social role patterns, identify possible shortcomings, and adjust their behavior
according to their preferences.

11 RELATED WORK
In this section, we review and discuss the related work in two relevant fields. First, we recapitulate approaches and
systems in the field of interruption management. We then move to related work that focuses on the classification
of social contexts and applications of role theory and boundary management.

11.1 Cognitive Load
Theories and frameworks in the field of human cognition [7, 65] found that interruptions during complex tasks
prolong task execution and lead to task-related errors. Reasons can be found within the human brain, where
different parts – represented as modules within the ACT-R framework [7] – process information from the
surrounding environment. One of these modules deals with the storage of intermediate task-related information,
including its current state and mental representation – the problem state module. Individuals may require the
problem state to store information depending on how complex the task at hand is [14]. When an interruption is
imminent, the problem state of a primary task is may stored within declarative memory, even more when the
interruption also introduces a complex task. Within declarative memory, the former problem state starts to decay,
causing errors and delays once it has to be retrieved to resume the original task.

Approaches for interruption management build upon these findings to support individuals in their interrupt-
ibility [25, 30, 67, 80–82]. Zueger et al. find that cognitive load measured with physiological sensors directly link
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to individuals’ interruptibility [81]. The authors investigate two (interruptible vs. not interruptible) and five-
states (high interruptible to not interruptible) of interruptibility. The authors find that their models can reliably
distinguish between two states of interruptibility in the lab and field – achieving accuracies of 91.5% and 78.6%
using cross-validation. Recently, Zueger et al. propose to combine computer and bio-metric data – encompassing
heart rate and sleep efficiency – which improves the recognition of interruptibility in a field study [82]. However,
biometric data is not solely used to assess individuals’ mental workload. Wang et al. find correlations between tap
strength and cognitive load [75]. The authors designed an application that records participants’ responsiveness
as well as motor and cognitive capabilities to solve specific tasks. They find patterns within acceleration data and
touch screen events, correlating with periods of high cognitive load. Other approaches in the field of interruption
management discovered the use of wireless signals to infer cognitive load [61]. The authors find that faster
breathing and increased heart rates lead to more upper body movements, such as movements of the breastbone
or chest, which can be detected by reflecting signals. The results for cognitive load classification vary between
36% to 44% compared to the baseline of 33%.

11.2 Breakpoints
Periods of low cognitive load represent opportunemoments for interruptions (e.g., [61, 81, 82]. Natural breakpoints
[50], for example in application usage [54], physical activities[55, 56] or within tasks [9, 35] act as proxies for
periods of low cognitive load. When reaching natural breakpoints – task completion or change in physical activity
– individuals seem more interruptible as they experience periods of low cognitive load.

In [53], the authors present a natural breakpoint detection approach using mobile application usage. They
show that users respond faster to notifications, which are received at natural breakpoints compared to ones
received at random times. The analysis of NASA-TLX questionnaires [31] further confirms that users perceive
lower cognitive load when receiving notification at breakpoints. The authors further extend and combine their
approaches to detect breakpoints in application usage and physical activities [54, 56]. Iqbal et al. investigate
breakpoints at task boundaries [36]. The authors find that deferring interruption to breakpoints lead to less
frustration and quicker response times relative to deliver them immediately.

11.3 Contextual Approaches
In [60], the authors find that the broader context of participants determine interruptibility. Contextual descriptors
encompass location, time, or activities (e.g., work, leisure). Poppinga et al. investigate a sensor-based approach
to infer interruptibility [63]. Among others, the authors find that pitch and proximity of a smartphone help
to classify if notification should be issued or not. Their model achieve a accuracy of 77.85%. In [40], Lee et al.
investigate the receptivity to instant messaging notifications. The authors find that contextual descriptors are
more powerful when inferring receptivity than contextual information based on social relationships. However,
they note that information based on relationships still help to infer receptivity. Pielot et al [62] investigate
contextual descriptors to infer attentiveness towards mobile notifications. Their findings suggest that simple
contextual information including interactions with the notification center or ringer-modes can reliable detect if
individuals will view a notification in given time period.

11.4 Social Contexts & and Their Application
The classification of social contexts build the basis for role-based interruptibility management systems. In [59],
Papapetrou et al. present an approach to detect clusters within the device analyzer data set [74]. The authors
hypothesize that clusters represent different app usage profiles, which they assume to correlate with individuals
roles – professional, family, and leisure. The application of social roles in interruption management has been
proposed in several works [3, 4, 26, 68]. Gonzalez et al. motivate the use of working spheres – a concept to describe
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in which ways individuals organize their work [26]. The authors find that individuals switch and spend time in
10 working spheres on average. Transitions between working spheres are caused by external (e.g., colleagues)
but also internal interruptions. Anderson et al. propose using role theory to mitigate cross-role interruptions
[4]. The authors focus on interruptions that arise when the demands and responsibilities of two different roles
result in conflicts. They hypothesize that cross-role interruptions can be mitigated when roles and interruptions
are matched considering their relevance to the user. In [3], the authors extend their findings and investigate the
feasibility of inferring private and work-related roles from application sets. They find that distinctive sets of
applications relate to individuals’ private and work roles. Schuß et al. investigate life domains and the availability
preferences of parents and children [68]. An interview study with 10 participants reveals 9 different life domains
of which occupation (work), parenting, partner, and extended family (private) are rated as relevant. Statements
on their availability preferences are aggregated to three availability statuses – available, unavailable, and ad-hoc.
Their findings show that even when participants had predefined availability and unavailability preferences for
their domains, most of them act spontaneously to interruptions outside their current domain.

11.5 Relevance to our approach
Current approaches for interruptionmanagement concentrate on short-term opportunities to interrupt individuals.
Such opportunities arise at natural breakpoints, periods of low cognitive load, or are indirectly linked to other
contextual information. However, none of these approaches address the recognition of social roles and life domains
to model interruptibility on a broader scale - covering areas of life instead of particular events or situations. The
works in [3, 4] propose role theory and application sequences for inferring roles. Yet, a throughout evaluation of
machine learning models to infer individuals’ roles and their use to further infer individuals’ interruptibility has
not been investigated. In contrast to [26], we aim to find correlations of interruptibility preferences for private
and work roles rather than of fragmentation of work domains.

To fill this research gap, we examine interruptibility models that infer preferences for individuals’ life domains.
Motivated by the findings in [3], we study feature extraction and sequence analysis methods to train classifiers
on sparse matrix representations of application sequences in addition to location and temporal based features.
We further extend the current state of the art by investigating a two-stage binary classification model. This
model embraces our findings from interruptibility and social role classification. The two-stage classifier first
infers social roles and then use them as an input for inferring individuals’ interruptibility. Our investigations
are complemented by evaluating the impact of role-based interruptibility classification in multi-device settings –
incorporating mobile phones and desktop computers. Finally, we provide design implications for practitioners and
researchers in the field of interruptibility before we discuss potential limits in for social role-based interruptibility
recognition.

12 CONCLUSION
In this work, we investigated the applicability of social role-based interruption management systems. Based
on findings from role theory and boundary management, we investigated the influence of social roles on the
classification of four different interruptibility preferences. Confirmed by a paired t-test, we found that information
on individuals’ current enacted social roles – private andwork – significantly improve conventional interruptibility
models. Based on this observation, we evaluated social role classification models using three different feature sets
– CV transformed application sequences, spatio-temporal and application features, and their combination. Using
spatio-temporal and application features as the best feature set, our social role classification model achieves F1
scores of 0.82 compared to the baseline of 0.45. Finally, we combined social role and interruptibility classification
in a novel two-stage classification model. The two-stage model comprises four binary models – two classification
models each for social role and interruptibility preference. To evaluate the performance of the two-stage models,
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we predicted individuals’ interruptibility preferences based on prior classified social roles. A paired t-test shows
a significant improvement over conventional interruptibility models. Finally, our results suggest that individuals’
intrinsic interruptibility preferences – often established for and across different social roles and life domains –
can improve existing interruptibility approaches.
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